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Abstract 24 

Cone snail venoms have been considered as a valuable treasure for international scientists 25 

and businessmen, mainly due to their pharmacological applications in development of 26 

marine drugs for treatment of various human diseases. To date, around 800 Conus species 27 

are recorded, and each of them produces over 1,000 venom peptides (termed as 28 

conopeptides or conotoxins). This reflects the high diversity and complexity of cone 29 

snails, although most of their venoms are still uncharacterized. Advanced multi-omics 30 

(such as genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics) approaches have been recently 31 

developed to mine diverse Conus venom samples, with the main aim to predict and 32 

identify potentially interesting conopeptides in an efficient way. Some bioinformatics 33 

techniques have been applied to predict and design novel conopeptide sequences, related 34 

targets and their binding modes. This review provides an overview of current knowledge 35 

on the high diversity of conopeptides, multi-omics advances in high-throughput prediction 36 

of novel conopeptide sequences, as well as molecular modeling and design of potential 37 

drugs based on the predicted or validated interactions between these toxins and their 38 

molecular targets.  39 

 40 

1. Introduction 41 

As disulfide-rich small peptides, conopeptides (also known as conotoxins) have been 42 

proved to be valuable pharmaceutical tools that target various voltage-gated and ligand-43 

gated ion channels, neurotransmitter transporters, and receptors in the central and 44 
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peripheral nervous systems [1–3]. They are often ideal resources for development of new 45 

drugs to play important roles in neurobiological research [4]. Over the past few decades, 46 

they have been used for treatment of many human diseases such as chronic pain, 47 

Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, epilepsy, diabetes, and cancer [5–10]. The most 48 

famous ω-MVIIA, commercially named as Ziconotide, was approved by the US Food and 49 

Drug Administration (FDA) in 2004 to treat chronic pain [11]. In addition, some 50 

conopeptides have been validated with a high insecticidal activity [12,13], potentially 51 

becoming powerful pesticides when further developed with recombinant baculovirus or to 52 

be insect-resistant crop varieties. 53 

Given that there are up to 800 species of cone snails in the world, and each Conus 54 

species has more than 1,000 conopeptides, it is reasonable to reach a temporary estimate 55 

of over 800,000 candidate conopeptides [14]. However, only a total of 8,455 conopeptide 56 

sequences have been deposited in the Universal Protein Resource (UniProt; April 3, 57 

2022). Moreover, functions of most conopeptides are not well known. In recent decades, 58 

with the rapid development of omics technologies and bioinformatics tools, more and 59 

more novel Conus venom peptides have been predicted and validated [14,15]. In the face 60 

of such a big number, and the high cost and long period of experimental validations, we 61 

fall into an embarrassed condition with accumulative difficulty to resolve conopeptide 62 

functions based on biochemical experiments. Recent development of high-throughput 63 

computer-assisted methods provide a good opportunity to identify conopeptide families 64 

and understand their functions in a more efficient and accurate way, avoiding many 65 

shortcomings of those traditional methods [16,17]. Therefore, research and development 66 

of advanced bioinformatics techniques are becoming very important for efficient 67 

identification of conopeptide sequences, as well as prediction of sterostructures and 68 

potential targets on the basis of sequence alignments [18]. Since the numerous data 69 

accumulated by multi-omics sequencing support diverse conopeptides as putative 70 

analgesics, addiction therapies and insecticides [3], we can fulfill high-throughput 71 

prediction and design of novel conopeptides for in-depth biomedical research and drug 72 

development. 73 

This review paper aims to provide an overview of current knowledge on the high 74 

diversity of conopeptides in diverse Conus species, recent advances in multi-omics 75 

projects for high-throughput prediction of novel conopeptide sequences, as well as 76 

molecular modeling and design of potential drugs based on the predicted and validated 77 

interactions between these peptides and their molecular targets.  78 

2. High Diversity of Cone Snails for Production of Numerous Conotoxins 79 

The genus Conus belongs to one of the most diverse and taxonomically complex 80 

superfamily Conoidea [19]. According to many recent estimations, there are around 800 81 

Conus species, and most of them are still not well characterized [20,21]. Cone snails have 82 

long been the interest of worldwide collectors because of their beautiful shell patterns 83 

(Figure 1), while identification of various Conus species is mainly based on the shapes and 84 

colors of their shells. However, due to regional and intra-specific variations, it is very 85 

difficult to practically determine the accurate species of living cone snails only by relying 86 

on shell characters [22]. In addition to the beautiful and complex shells, rich conopeptides 87 

(see an example in Figure 1) and dietary breadth, along with corresponding taxonomy, 88 

population genetics, evolutionary biology and phylogenetics, have aroused the interest of 89 

international scientists and businessmen [23–25].  90 
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  91 

FIGURE 1: High diversity of cone snails and their conopeptides. 92 

At the present time, mitochondrial genome (mitogenome) sequencing has become 93 

one efficient tool in gastropod taxonomy [26]. These mitogenome sequences present high 94 

diversity of gene and nucleotide orders, providing a good mode for examination of 95 

detailed pattern, rate and mechanism of mitogenomic rearrangements, and construction of 96 

a precise phylogenetic topology for arrangement comparisons [27]. Due to Conus species 97 

differentially prefer hunting fishes, worms or molluscs, they are traditionally classified 98 

into piscivorous, vermivorous, or mollusciverous groups respectively, although sometimes 99 

certain cone snails may feed on more than one prey type [28–30]. Accumulated evidence 100 

suggests that the common ancestor of diverse cone snails was likely vermivorous, feeding 101 

on environmentally available worms. Gao et al. (2018) reconstructed a simplified 102 

phylogenetic tree of various cone snail species based on their complete mitogenome 103 

sequences, confirming this evolutionary tendency in feeding behavior [23]. Meanwhile, it 104 

has been generally recognized that venom compositions in various Conus species may be 105 

adaptively shaped by prey type and dietary breadth [3,23]. Therefore, the prey taxonomic 106 

classification can be predicted by Conus venom components, although practical 107 

performances were poorly validated [31]. In general, selective pressures driven by diets 108 

are considered as the major contributor to shape the evolution of Conus venoms. 109 
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  110 

In order to overcome their slow actions and inability to capture fast-moving preys, 111 

cone snails have developed a highly sophisticated venomous apparatus, composed of a 112 

long venom duct and a goosing venom bulb, for the synthesis, storage, and delivery of 113 

functional conopeptides [32,33]. So far, over 8,000 mature conopeptide sequences are 114 

publicly available. With continuous reduction of the cost for transcriptome and proteome 115 

sequencing, this number has been increasing rapidly [3,34–36]. These conopeptides were 116 

initially classified into different superfamilies with the assistance of conserved signal 117 

sequences and unique cysteine frameworks [3]. Currently, a total classification of 31 118 

superfamilies has been established [37–39]. According to the arrangement of cysteine 119 

frameworks, every superfamily can be subdivided into several families. For example, A-120 

superfamily conopeptides, with four representative cysteine frameworks (namely I, II, IV 121 

and XIV; Figure 1), are therefore subdivided into α, αA, and κA families; M-superfamily 122 

conopeptides, with five cysteine frameworks of II, XIV, III, VI, and VII, are further 123 

subdivided into µ and ψ families; O-superfamily conopeptides have four cysteine 124 

frameworks (XII, XV, VI, and VII), and are subsequently divided into δ, µ O, ω, κ, and γ 125 

families [40–43]. The high diversity of cone snails and their conopeptides, with an outline 126 

of the 29 major conopeptide superfamilies [19,21,37,44], are summarized in Figure 1 for 127 

convenient comparison. 128 

3. Multi-omics for High-throughput Prediction of Novel Conopeptides  129 

3.1. The representative database, ConoServer. At present, several popular databases 130 

including NCBI Genbank/GenPept [45], UniProt [46], and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 131 

[47], play important roles in simplifying the acquisition of target protein or peptide 132 

sequences and related three-dimensional (3D) structures [48]. However, many details of 133 

venom toxins, especially the conopeptide nomenclature and related pharmacological 134 

activities, are not standardized in these general databases; therefore, mining conopeptides 135 

from these public databases is usually difficult. For the convenience of users and readers, 136 

some special databases of venomous animals have been established progressively. For 137 

instance, ConoServer [49], Arachnoserver [50], and Indigenous snake species of 138 

Bangladesh (ISOB) [51] include venom and toxin details for various cone snails, spiders, 139 

and snakes, respectively. 140 
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 141 

FIGURE 2: Integration of proteomics, transcriptomics, genomics, and bioinformatics to 142 

study cone snail venoms. This integrative strategy has been applied to excavate numerous 143 

conopeptide sequences. 144 

         Here, we introduce the representative ConoServer, a specific and powerful database 145 

for conopeptides with an easy and convenient access to related sequences, structural and 146 

activity data [49,52]. To date (by April 4, 2022), ConoServer has organized a total of 147 

2,986 nucleotide sequences (from 90 Conus species), 8,361 protein sequences (from 122 148 

Conus species), and 229 3D structures (from 48 Conus species). This useful database 149 

offers a comprehensive overview of various conopeptides. More importantly, it also 150 

provides comparable relationships among sequence, structure and activity, which is of 151 

particularly instructive for practical drug design [53,54]. 152 
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To overcome the limitations of those traditional low-efficient biodiscovery methods, 153 

advanced multi-omics approaches including transcriptome, proteome and genome 154 

sequencing have been introduced to accelerate the identification and characterization of 155 

numerous conopeptides from various cone snails [14] (Figure 2). These big-data-based 156 

methods are integrated to reveal the detailed complexity of Conus venoms and to provide 157 

novel insights into their biology and evolution [55]. They have been employed to generate 158 

a lot of new conopeptide sequences [39,56]. The main challenge for these studies, 159 

however, is the effective combination of multi-omics datasets and confirmatory 160 

pharmacological results. Recently, two bioinformatics tools have been established in 161 

ConoServer to customize  the identification and characterization of new conopeptide 162 

sequences [49,57,58]. ConoPrec supports an analysis of conopeptide precursor sequences 163 

predicted by transcriptome sequencing, while ConoMass is used to match conopeptide 164 

masses predicted from transcripts with a list of masses obtained experimentally by 165 

proteome sequencing of Conus venoms [28,49]. Therefore, the integrated ConoServer 166 

database can remarkably improve the validation of integrative venomics data to accelerate 167 

the discovery of more and more novel conopeptide sequences.  168 

3.2 Transcriptomic analyses of conopeptides from cone snails. The first Conus 169 

transcriptome was reported in 2011 byOlivera and colleagues at University of Utah, 170 

although only 30 putative conopeptide sequences were identified in this pioneering study 171 

[59]. This primary work revealed for the first time that conopeptides are mainly 172 

transcribed within the venom duct of the representative C. bullatus, and more importantly 173 

provided a detailed pipeline for efficient prediction of putative conopeptides. 174 

TABLE 1. Transcriptome sequencing of representative Conus species. 175 

 Examined Species Sample Diversity 
No. of identified 

Conopeptide Transcripts 
Reference 

V1* C. betulinus venom duct, venom bulb 215 [59] 

V2 C. quercinus 
venom duct, venom bulb,            

salivary gland 
133 [60] 

V3 

C. caracteristicus, 

C. generalis, 

C. quercinus 

venom duct 48-118 [22] 

M1* C. episcopatus 
venom duct, radular sac,              

salivary gland 
305 [61] 

M2 C. ammiralis venom duct 242 [62] 

M3 C. marmoreus venom duct 264 [63] 

P1* C. tulipa venom duct 328-522 [39] 

P2 C. consors venom duct 53 [64] 

P3 C. bullatus venom duct 410 [65] 

*: V, vermivorous; M, molluscivorous; P, piscivorous. 176 

Total conopeptide transcripts, varying from tens to 522 [39] or more (Table 1), can 177 

be identified from various Conus species by transcriptome sequencing [22,59,60,62–65]. 178 

Diverse samples, including individual or pooled snail(s), single or pooled tissue(s), have 179 

been examined (Table 1) for practical projects in various countries, especially in USA, 180 
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Australia, and China. Usually, extraction of total RNA, isolation of mRNAs, and library 181 

construction are routinely performed before sequencing and data processing [59]. 182 

A local reference database of known conopeptide sequences can be established [59] 183 

from the ConoServer [49] and previously published papers for prediction of putative 184 

conopeptide sequences in any assembled transcriptome data. Early examination using the 185 

ConoPrec tool [49] and manual removal of any transcript with duplication or truncated 186 

mature region are required before generation of the final list. Transcription of each unique 187 

conopeptide gene is often calculated using the representative parameter RPKM (reads per 188 

kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads) [66] for comparisons.  189 

For the reported Conus transcriptome works, researchers often focus on tissue-190 

specific distribution and/or developmental changes of predicted conopeptide transcripts. 191 

For example,  a total of 215 conopeptide transcripts (Bt001–Bt215; Figure 3) were 192 

obtained after sequencing of various samples from C. betulinus (the most popular Conus 193 

resident of the South China Sea), including cDNA libraries (46), and mRNAs from 194 

normalized venom ducts (123), non-normalized Small (98)/Middle (94)/Big (95) venom 195 

ducts, and non-normalized venom bulb (39) [59]. Each of them has at least one amino-196 

acid variance in the sequence of mature region. Among them, 178 conopeptides were 197 

sorted into 20 known superfamilies [3,59]. 198 

 199 

FIGURE 3: Tissue-specific distribution and developmental changes of conopeptide 200 

transcripts in C. betulinus (modified from [59]). (a) Dissection of the venom duct and 201 

bulb. (b) Tissue-specific distribution of conopeptide genes from the pooled datasets. The 202 

blue, yellow and pink sequences represent the signal peptide, pro region, and mature 203 

peptide, respectively. (c) Developmental changes of conopeptide transcripts (total 204 

numbers in the below panel [59]). Top panel shows the overlaps among three different 205 

body-sized (6-10 cm in length) specimens.  206 

 207 
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Differential transcription of various conopeptides in both venom duct and venom 208 

bulb (Figure 3a) was revealed by transcriptome sequencing and validated in part by 209 

quantitative RT-PCR [59]. As expected, the total number of unique conopeptide 210 

transcripts in the latter (39) was less than half of that in the former (94), since venom duct 211 

is the main organ for conopeptide synthesis [3,65]. Between the two transcriptomes of 212 

middle-sized snails, 28 conopeptide transcripts are shared, whereas 66 (for the venom 213 

duct) and 11 (for the venom bulb) are unique. When the bulb dataset was further aligned 214 

against the combined venom duct datasets, two transcripts (Bt048 and Bt168; Figure 3b) 215 

are still identified to be unique in the venom bulb [59]. Although the potential cross 216 

contamination cannot be eliminated (due to the difficulty to remove the tiny partial duct 217 

inside the connective venom bulb [59]; see more details in Figure 3a), these data shed 218 

lights on the presence of conopeptides in the venom duct, a minor contributor of the toxin 219 

resource. 220 

Peng et al. (2016) also examined developmental changes in total number (Figure3c) 221 

and transcription levels of various conopeptide transcripts [59]. A total of 36 are shared 222 

among different body-sized specimens (see detailed classification of Big, Middle and 223 

Small datasets in the below panel of Figure3c), and around 50 are shared in each pairing 224 

(Small & Middle, Middle & Big, and Big & Small; top panel in Figure3c). The top 20 225 

conopeptide transcripts with the highest RPKM values from each of the three datasets 226 

were selected for comparison. In general, their transcription levels in the Middle 227 

specimens are often higher than those in the other two groups. Interestingly, eight are 228 

shared among the top 20s of the three datasets, although their RPKM rankings are variable 229 

[59]. In the coming future, it is obviously reliable to obtain more novel conopeptide 230 

sequences via transcriptome sequencing of more tissues apart from the traditional venom 231 

duct and more samples at different developmental stages. 232 

3.3 Proteomic analyses of conopeptides from cone snails. In early studies, venoms were 233 

popularly sequenced by mass spectrometry (MS), but this technology is difficult to be 234 

extensively applied due to its sample-consuming, time-consuming and low-throughput 235 

characters [59,60]. With recent development of advanced MS systems and powerful 236 

bioinformatics tools, proteomics technology has become an effective and high-throughput 237 

strategy to identify lots of novel conopeptide sequences [67]. MS allows additional 238 

characterization of post-translational modifications (PTMs), which cannot be revealed by 239 

other methods including genome and transcriptome sequencing. In recent decades, MS-240 

based proteomics has been used to explore venom components of various cone snails.  241 

For instance, advanced TripleTOF 5600 and Q Exactive HF were employed to 242 

perform proteomics studies for exploration of various conopeptides from C. betulinus 243 

[68]. Using the 215 previously identified conopeptide sequences [59] as the reference, a 244 

total of 1,522 conopeptide amino acid sequences, corresponding to 121 transcripts, were 245 

detected by the Q Exactive HF system (without PTM details). Similarly, 773 conopeptide 246 

sequences, matching 92 known conopeptide transcripts, were characterized by the 247 

TripleTOF system without consideration of any PTMs. However, only 31.8% (282) of 248 

identified conopeptides, covering 77.2% (71) transcripts, were shared between the two MS 249 

datasets [68].  250 

Proteomics has also been employed for the discovery of Conus switching of variable 251 

venom compositions, when they are at a prey or defend condition. In piscivorous C. 252 

striatus, milked defensive venom was full of inhibitory α-, ω- and μ-conopeptides in 253 
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comparison with a milked predatory venom [69,70]. However, in addition to the sharp 254 

increase of conopeptides observed in Conus venoms, other components including various 255 

enzymes and hormones were also found. Interestingly, insulin analogues are identified in 256 

Conus venoms. There are 34 insulins from ten representative Conus species, exhibiting 257 

diverse conoinsulin sequences for potential activation on various animal (including 258 

human) insulin receptors [71–73]. 259 

3.4 Genomic analyses of conotoxins from cone snails. Over ten years ago, an early attempt 260 

to sequence C. bullatanus genome was published [65]. It is a trail of genome survey with 261 

numerous fragments, while many properties were characterized in detail, such as overall 262 

GC content and estimated genome size. A partial genome assembly was generated five 263 

years later for C. tribblei [74]. More recently, Phuong and Mahardika (2018) successfully 264 

recovered exon sequences of conopeptide gene superfamilies from 32 Conus venom 265 

genomes [75], with assistance of targeted sequencing techniques. A set of unpublished 266 

genome data for C. consors by a different research team were also deposited at NCBI 267 

(GCA_004193615.1) for public availability and comparison. 268 

In the February of 2021, the first Conus genome assembly was reported by Peng et 269 

al. in Cell Discovery [68], which combined short sequencing reads (Illumina) and long 270 

reads (PacBio). After integration of genome, transcriptome and peptidome data in the 271 

same C. betulinus (Figure 4a), the authors predicted a primary genetic central dogma for 272 

133 identified conopeptide genes (named as conot001–conot133; Figure 4b), which are 273 

genome-widely distributed with Hi-C assembled evidence. A rough number ratio of 274 

~1:1:1:10s was established for the total genes: transcripts: proteins: post-translationally 275 

modified peptides (Figure 4c-g); however, it may be special in this vermivorous species, 276 

since there are accumulated reports of various Conus genome sizes along with big number 277 

ranges of conopeptide genes (120-859 [75]), transcripts (100-522 [39] or more) and 278 

peptides [68] in diverse Conus species. Interestingly, in individual C. betulinus, only 61 279 

(45.9%) conopeptde genes were proved to be transcribed with transcriptomic evidence 280 

[68], which is covered by the previously reported transcription ranges of 24~63% in 32 281 

Conus species [75]. 282 

Peng et al. (2021) also obtained peptide processing details at the protein level [68], 283 

predicting a big number of venom conopeptides with variable alternative cleavage sites 284 

(the most of 15 in this study), post-translational modifications, and N or C-terminal partial 285 

truncations [75], can illuminate how the low sum of 133 genes and ~123 transcripts can 286 

produce several thousands of conopeptides in individual venom of  C. betulinus. Taking 287 

the various modifications of identified conopeptides into consideration, it is reasonable to 288 

estimate that the maximal sequence number of functional conopeptides in C. betulinus 289 

may reach up to 6,653 [68], which would be verified by more sensitive and advanced MS 290 

systems. 291 

Three months later (May of 2021), a group of European scientists published another 292 

Conus genome assembly [76]. The assembled genome of their examined Mediterranean 293 

Conus (Lautoconus) ventricosus is 3.59 Gb, similar in size to the assembly of 3.43 Gb for 294 

C. betulinus [68]. Although only partial genome sequences (less than 50%) for both Conus 295 

species were constructed into 35 fragmented pseudochromosomes [68,76], we are 296 

positively waiting for development of advanced sequencing techniques and novel 297 

bioinformatics packages to obtain high-quality chromosome-level genome assemblies for 298 

various Conus species. 299 
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 300 

FIGURE 4: Identified conopeptide transcripts and post-transcriptional peptides in C. 301 

betulinus (modified from [68]). (a) Picture of a cultured C. betulinus. (b) Phylogeny of 302 

identified conopeptide transcripts [59,68]. (c-f) Establishment of a primary central dogma 303 

for the representative gene conot103, which transcribes Bt176 [59] and translates 304 

CONOT103 [68]. The blue, yellow and pink sequences represent signal peptide, pro 305 

region, and mature peptide, respectively. (g) MS detection of functional conopeptides. 306 
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 307 

4. High-throughput Design of Novel Conopeptides for Biomedical Research 308 

and Drug Development  309 

A growing availability of computer-aided drug design methods has been witnessed in 310 

recent years, which can be also used for high-throughput design of novel conopeptide 311 

sequences for biomedical research and drug development [18,77–79]. Machine learning 312 

methods are useful for prediction of conopeptide sterostructures and functions with high 313 

accuracy on the basis of amino acid sequences. Docking studies reveal that conopeptides 314 

selectively bind to their receptors. Molecular dynamics (MD) accurately evaluate binding 315 

pathways and dynamical conformations. Integrated computational approaches are being 316 

employed to identify and optimize conopeptides for specific applications [18,78,79]. 317 

  318 

FIGURE 5: Computational approaches for high-throughput design and identification of 319 

novel conopeptides. (a) Computer modeling for identification of conopeptide GIC with 320 

high selectivity of human α3β2 vs α3β4 nAChR. GIC exhibits a high affinity to the human 321 

α3β2 nAChR, which is 700 times higher than the human α3β4 nAChR. Although α3β2 322 

and α3β4 have the same α3 subunit, the interesting difference is caused by the 323 

complementary subunit β2 and β4. Computer modeling indicate that the pocket in human 324 

β2 is able to accommodate the GIC without steric clashes. (b) Arg-115 in the pocket of 325 

human β4 brings steric clashes with the GIC and then disfavors GIC binding [84]. 326 

4.1 Machine learning for prediction, screening and de novo design of novel conopeptides. 327 

With identification of more and more new conopeptide sequences by means of 328 

transcriptomics and proteomics, it is important to define their functions for biomedical 329 

applications. As mentioned above, candidate conopeptide genes can be online aligned to 330 

similar sequences with previously known functions. Online operations are available under 331 

the public Uniprot, ConoServer, ConoPrec, ConoDictor, and Conosorter [49,80]. 332 

Extensive works can be fulfilled to predict biological roles for any novel conopeptide by 333 

construction of machine-learning algorithms to find its target receptors. For example, 334 
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ICTCPred machine-learning algorithms have demonstrated good performance in 335 

identification of novel conopeptides that target voltage-gated channels, achieving 336 

predictive accuracies of about 90% [81,82]. However, these techniques can only identify 337 

novel sequences with high similarity to previously known conopeptides. To overcome 338 

these difficulties for prediction, ConusPipe, a novel machine learning tool was developed 339 

to detect potential mRNA sequences within sequenced Conus transcriptomes but without 340 

conopeptide homologues [17]. Despite availability of many algorithms for accurate 341 

prediction of novel conopeptides with potential target receptors, these data do not allow 342 

illumination of detailed mechanisms for their selective binding to the target receptors. 343 

Such mechanisms can be elucidated through other methods, such as modeling docking and 344 

MD analysis. 345 

Machin learning has also been successfully employed to develop novel de novo 346 

design approaches or other small peptides and large proteins. Many new algorithms and 347 

models have been constructed [83,84], and some has been successful applied for design of 348 

other active peptides such as antimicrobial peptides [85,86]. However, few studies have 349 

focused on the design of conopeptides. A previous study reported the design of a μ-350 

conotoxin KIIIA peptidomimetic, although machine learning was not mentioned [87]. The 351 

major challenge in de novo design of chemicals is the synthetic accessibility of deduced 352 

molecular structures [88], especially for those long and complicated proteins. However, 353 

machine-learning-enabled de novo design of functional compounds including conotoxins 354 

will definitely prompt the process of drug development. 355 

4.2 Modeling docking and MD analysis for prediction of the binding structures and 356 

dynamical conformations. Modeling docking can predict the structures of conopeptide 357 

complex with receptors and their relative affinity, which may help to evaluate the library 358 

of conopeptide sequences for possibility of binding to the target proteins [18,78]. Docking 359 

procedure includes searching the success “docked” complex through the conformational 360 

space, followed by scoring (the hit rate) to list the binding probability of conopeptides to 361 

the protein targets [78,89]. The “lock-and-key” mechanism can explain how these 362 

conopeptides select different receptors and how different structures determine diverse 363 

functions. Docking is concerned with the conformational space of the target proteins 364 

(lock) and orientation of conopeptides (key). Docking usually relies on available crystal or 365 

cryo-electron microscopy macromolecular structures to determine those conopetides that 366 

bind to the protein targets with detectable affinity. Related criteria to define the success 367 

“docked” scoring may be subjective, and the success “docked” is usually used to validate 368 

only those hit complexes with confirmation by crystal or cryo-electron microscopy 369 

structures [89].  370 

Docking studies are always in company with MD simulations. MD protocols can 371 

complement and develop docking for prediction of molecular mechanisms by providing 372 

atomistic details of “hand and glove-like” association events. MD simulation methods are 373 

most adequate for characterization of flexible binding sites and accurate evaluation of 374 

binding pathways, kinetics, and thermodynamics. They are used frequently to guide 375 

further optimization of structure discovery in docking studies. Even docking has identified 376 

conopeptide interactions with particular targets, MD will provide insights in detailed 377 

characterization and prediction of which residue interactions are stable and contribute 378 

mostly to binding [90,91]. 379 
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With the development of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), X-ray crystallography 380 

and cryo-electron microscopy, 3D structures of many conopeptides and their receptors are 381 

available to benefit docking and molecular dynamics. Based on the structures of these 382 

conopeptide complexes with corresponding receptors, computer models further reveal 383 

selectivity of certain conopeptide residues for different protein targets and discovery of 384 

potent analogs. For example, based on the crystal structure of the α-conopeptide GIC in 385 

complex with Ac-AchBP, Peng et al. (2021) applied docking and MD to extend these data 386 

from the X-ray structures of the AChBP complexes to all nAChR subtypes, and to 387 

elucidate the mechanism of GIC’s high selectivity for human α3β2 nicotinic acetylcholine 388 

receptor (nAChR; Figure 5) [92]. Meanwhile, depending on the 3D structures of three 389 

representative conopeptides (MVIIA, AuIB, and ImI) and their receptors, a homologous 390 

modeling method was employed to predict sterostructures of many interesting 391 

homologous counterparts (Figure 6). These findings imply that novel conopeptide 392 

sequences may be developed as valuable drug-related analgesics, addiction therapies, and 393 

insecticides, respectively [79]. Similarly, based on a conopeptide bond to nAChR 394 

homology structures, new conopeptides were discovered through docking and virtual 395 

screening by an algorithm called ToxDock [93]. Usually, development of new drugs 396 

depends on animal models to test, but human receptors remarkably different from their 397 

animal counterparts. Docking and MD can work together to provide insights in the 398 

important residues for binding to human receptors, thereby aiding to design of potential 399 

conotpeptide analogs for in-depth clinical trials [93,94]. 400 

  401 

FIGURE 6: Predicted homologous conopeptides based on the 3D structures of MVIIA, 402 

AuIB, ImI, and their receptors [79]. Homologous conopeptids of (a) MVIIA, (b) AuIB and 403 

(c) ImI are predicted for comparisons. Top three best-hits from homologous alignments 404 

and models of these conopeptide sequences were generated using MODELLER (version 405 

9v12) with MVIIA (PDB: 1OMG), AuIB (PDB: 1MXN) and ImI (PDB: 2BC7) as 406 

corresponding templates. Prediction of homologous conopeptides with their receptors 407 

relies on the 3D structures of (d) MVIIA complexed with Cav2.2 calcium channel (PDB: 408 
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7MIX) [95], (e) AuIB complexed with α3β2 nAChR, and (f) ImI complexed with α7 409 

nAChR, respectively.  410 

4.3 Integrated approaches for rational design of conopeptides with specific applications. 411 

Computational algorithms have mainly been applied in two fields for conopeptide design, 412 

including conopeptide identification and optimization. For the identification, machine 413 

learning and docking methods are chosen to screen large libraries of conopeptide 414 

molecules by prediction of binding to target proteins. For the conopeptide optimization, 415 

MD-based protocols are a good choice of calculating different residue free energies and 416 

binding kinetics for discovery of more potent analogs. Integrating the two approaches can 417 

support high-throughput studies to classify diverse conopeptides [78,96].  418 

In addition to prediction and design, functional validation is also rather important and 419 

only become the rate-limiting step for peptide studies. It is therefore required to integrate 420 

validation experiments with computational predictions so as to improve the accuracy of 421 

in-depth experiments. Over the past decade, a series of innovative integrating approaches 422 

have been introduced. For example, Peng et al. (2016) performed venom transcriptome 423 

sequencing of C. betulinus and constructed a big library of 215 conopeptide transcripts 424 

with solid evidence. Among them, six sequences similar to α-ImI were identified by 425 

integrating with homology search, and two sequences were proved with desirable 426 

insecticidal properties by combining with bioactive experiments [13]. Younis and Rashid 427 

(2017) integrated docking and MD simulations to characterize several conopeptides as 428 

potential anti-cancer drugs, among them α-BuIA strongly binds to the lysophosphatidic 429 

acid receptor 6 (LPAR6) for involvement in several aggressive cancers [97]. Mansbach et 430 

al. (2020) applied a Graph-directed approach by combining structure modeling and 431 

experimental guidance to obtain a large library of conopeptide structures for high-432 

throughput screening, and also to supply a big set of ranked sequences for in-depth 433 

structure validation with experiments [98]. 434 

4.4 Protein folding shape codes. More than a decade ago, Yang et al. (2008) developed a 435 

novel bioinformatics package, termed as Protein Folding Shape Codes (PFSCs) [99], 436 

which can be used to describe comprehensive confirmations for various conopeptide 437 

sequences [3].  438 

 439 

 440 

FIGURE 7: Diagram of the 27 PFSC vectors (adopted from Yang’s paper [99] with 441 

permission). 442 
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For a high-quality shape description, the PFSC method integrates variable geometric, 443 

morphological, and 3D topological characters as a visible algorithmic process [99]. 444 

Represented by the 26 alphabet letters (from A to Z) and the “$” sign, an interesting set of 445 

27 PFSC vectors can cover the complete folding shapes of any five successive amino 446 

acids (Figure 7), generating an instructive description for potential 3D structures. These 447 

vectors represent 27 different folding shapes, and every vector is represented by a 448 

collection of a letter, a folding shape pattern, and an arrow (see more details in the three 449 

blocks of Figure 8). Those “α”, ‘‘β’’, or ‘‘*’’ represent different folding features, 450 

corresponding to α-helix, β-strand or random coil, respectively [99]. 451 

Consequently, any conformation of a conopeptide sequence can be established by a 452 

string of letters as a meaningful protein structure fingerprint, which can be used to 453 

compare similarity and difference with other conopeptide(s) [3]. Here, the most well-454 

known ω-MVIIA [100] is taken  as an example. As we know, folding changes are usually 455 

difficult to present in related to a known 3D structure; however, it will be easy to 456 

demonstrate the fine variances of folding shapes among multiple isomers when using the 457 

27 PFSC vectors to generate protein structure fingerprints [3,99]. Section A in Figure 8 458 

summarizes the possible conformations by PFSCs in the order of possibility (from high to 459 

low), according to the given 3D structural image (PDB ID: 1CNN) [3]. The binding sites 460 

for this conopeptide sequence to any target receptor can also be illuminated by using the 461 

27 PFSCs [93]; therefore, a better understanding of variable and diverse interactions 462 

between it and its receptors, such as nAChRs and N or P/Q-type voltage-dependent 463 

calcium channels, can be achieved at the same time. 464 

 465 

FIGURE 8: Conformation descriptions of the representative ω-MVIIA (modified from [3]). 466 

Section A lists the details of 17 confirmations. 467 
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Protein and peptide conformation analysis is very important due to its prediction of 468 

potential folding structures at different conditions, and identification of possible 469 

misfoldings that may be related to clinical human diseases [99]. These PFSCs are 470 

powerful for analyzing protein confirmations, with detailed exhibition of local structural 471 

folding features. In summary, the 27 PFSC vectors (Figure 7) are good images for 472 

generation of abundant details for the conopeptide conformations, with assistance of a 473 

known 3D structure. On the other hand, they can predict lots of folding variations to 474 

establish conformations for any conopeptide sequence without available 3D structures, 475 

which may help to design novel conopeptide sequences. They may also provide an 476 

alternative tool to explore the detailed mechanisms of interactions between various 477 

conopeptides and important function-related target proteins, which are instructive for 478 

development of interesting conopeptides as practical marine drugs. 479 

5. Perspectives 480 

Cone snail venoms have been considered as a treasure library of small bioactive 481 

peptides, which can be used for development of novel marine drugs and lead compounds 482 

[101]. To date, about 8,000 mature conopeptide sequences have been discovered from 483 

various Conus venoms, but only a few have been characterized with detailed structures 484 

and functions [102,103]. Due to the explosive growth of big datasets from transcriptome, 485 

proteome, and genome sequencing, traditional experiment-based methods can no longer 486 

meet the numerous needs of rapid prediction of conopeptide sequences, 3D structures and 487 

target proteins [50,104,105].  488 

Computer-assisted high-throughput prediction and design technologies play a crucial 489 

role in conopeptide discovery and development. Novel machine learning, deep learning 490 

algorithms and visualization techniques have been introduced to facilitate conopeptide 491 

exploration. Although at present there are some inevitable obstacles in the practical 492 

process of conopeptide discovery and drug development, and a lot of more investigations 493 

are required to integrate computing tools into the drug discovery process, we are 494 

convinced that computing technologies along with multi-omics data will bring 495 

revolutionary changes to the worldwide drug discovery and development in the near future 496 

[106–108]. In summary, high-throughput prediction and design technologies including 497 

artificial intelligence and deep learning advancements are providing a good opportunity 498 

for rational process of marine drug design and discovery from various predicted and/or 499 

validated conopeptides. These powerful strategies and tools can be generally applicable to 500 

predict and design of other peptides and proteins, which will eventually generate a 501 

profound impact on mankind knowledge and health.  502 
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